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ABSTRACT

We examined the use of “I” in Tweets posted by 50 famous people during a one-month window.
The linguistic inquiry and word count (LIWC) was implemented to determine the percentage
of 140-character Tweets that used the personal pronoun “I”. Our findings showed patterns typically seen in natural speech. Specifically, women used the self-referent focus “I” significantly
more often than men did, and lower status (operationalized as the number of Twitter followers)
people used “I” significantly more often than those with higher status. Men of low social status used significantly more “I” language than did women with lower social status, but women
and men of higher social status used “I” equally. Our findings suggest that social status may
alter sex-linked communication, with the use of an informal and friendly style that includes
self-referencing by men of lower social status, perhaps in an effort to engage more people and
enhance their own status through more self-referencing.
KEYWORDS: Personal pronoun use; Twitter; Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC).
ABBREVIATIONS: LIWC: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count; ANOVA: Analysis of variance;
IRB: Institutional Review Board.
INTRODUCTION

Because people usually focus on content words in conversation and written text, they may miss
the significance of function words that more accurately signal people’s motivations, personality, and psychological states.1 For example, Barack Obama’s November 12, 2012 Tweet Four
more years, one of the most shared and re-tweeted posts ever, may tell followers that the reelection was confirmed. However, that Tweet does not have the same meaning as I won or We
won, which would have told followers something different about the person sending the Tweet
while conveying the same content.
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The LIWC analyzes text and classifies word use according to different parts and types
of speech, using a built-in dictionary of approximately 6000 words.2 The ability of the LIWC
program to accurately identify psychological states of language users through their language
has been validated in several ways, using many types of writing samples in multiple contexts.3
The LIWC program categorizes different aspects of word use that tap social processes (e.g.,
relationships), affect (e.g., positive and negative emotion), cognitive mechanisms (e.g., causality, discrepancy), and linguistic dimensions, such as pronouns. It is these linguistic “function”
words that actually say more about a speaker’s emotional state, cognitive sophistication, and
demographic background than do content words.1
Pennebaker1 argued that pronoun use is an important social marker for age, sex, and
social status; its use also provides insight into a speaker’s psychological state. Although “I” is
used more than any other word, comprising 3.64% of our speech1 its use does not signal narcissism.4-6 However, the use of “I” is common among those who are anxious, insecure, neurotic,
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or self-conscious in a situation.7,8 In contrast, use of “you” in
social media is a marker of people who are open and conscientious.9 First-person pronouns are more common in the language
of people of lower status,10 and they also decrease judgments of
a speaker’s competence.11
Enhanced vocal use of “I” is more common in women,
because of higher levels of interpersonal focus in comparison to
men.12,13 This sex difference in the use of first-person singular
pronouns is seen across a wide variety of contexts.14 Younger
people are more likely to use first-person singular,12,15 but older
people use fewer first-person pronouns, more future tense verbs,
and their word and sentence length increases as they age.16
Moreover, “I” use is prevalent in the dynamic style of speaking
that focuses on using narrative or storytelling to convey points,
with fewer complex words that show cognitive mechanisms.17
Research using methods other than the LIWC as its primary analytical tool, nevertheless, supports the LIWC findings.
Specifically, the open vocabulary method used by Eichstaedt
and colleagues18,19 demonstrated a clear relationship between the
content of speech (i.e., words used) in social media and personality characteristics,18 as well as health and well-being.19 Several
of these characteristics differ reliably across age and sex, confirming that women and younger people show openness and the
use of articles in their speech. Therefore, content words, as well
as function words provide clues as to people’s motivations and
psychological states15 in addition to their age and sex.
Given that much communication is in a short, written
form such as texts, Facebook posts, and Snapchat captions, linguistic patterns contained in various types of planned writing
may also be seen in online writing. One such online source is
Twitter, a social media site that is open-access (i.e., every Tweet
still exists and is easily accessed, regardless of whether you are
on Twitter), and which allows only 140-characters per Tweet,
forcing users to be succinct in their expression. Reuters20 estimated that 500 million Tweets are sent each day. These communications afford an opportunity to examine self-referencing in a
natural, daily setting among people who have a large number of
followers. Therefore, our study examined how short language
bursts reveal differences in self-reference through personal pronoun use, according to popularity (a measure of social status),
age, and sex of actors. Specifically, we predicted that women
and actors with a lower social status on Twitter would demonstrate more personal pronoun (“I”) use in their Tweets.

time) Twitter account and used Twitter in English. We chose the
most popular 25 women actors and 25 most popular men actors
from separate ranking lists. Because famous people sometimes
have others pretend to be them, we verified the Twitter account
by either checking the blue circle on the account to look for a
white checkmark (which means that the Twitter corporation
verified to whom it belonged), or we went to the target person’s
website and located the Twitter account link. The final sample
included 2128 Tweets.
Determining Social Status

We took a median split of number of followers, our operationalization of social status, for each Twitter user (Mdn=1,063,500
followers, SD=3,610,545), and their age (Mdn=45, SD=14.19).
The rationale for using a median split (as opposed to dividing the
sample into thirds to examine potential quadratic effects) was
to avoid potentially discrepant and significantly small within
cell sample sizes that could severely diminish power. A t-test
confirmed that the median split for number of followers yielded
two groups (low, high) differing significantly in the number of
followers, t(48)=4.63, p<.0001. However, there were no statistically significant differences in the number of followers as a
function of sex, t(48)=1.76, p>.05, or age t(48)=.70, p>.05. The
final sample of Tweets classified by user sex, age, and social
status is seen in Table 1.
Number of tweets
Sex
Men

1025

Women

1103

Age
<45 years

1393

>45 years

735

Social status via followers
<1,063,500

1053

>1,063,500

1075

Note: Age and social status divisions were determined by median split of the sample of Twitter users.
Table 1: Tweets by user sex, age, and social status.

Dependent Measure

METHODS

Each person’s Tweet was copied and pasted into a separate word
document and entered into the LIWC software, using its standard dictionaries that have been validated by the comparison of
judges analysis of written text.2 We then calculated the percentage of “I” first person personal pronouns in each Tweet.

Sample

RESULTS

Tweets from a 30-day period (July 27, 2015 to August 26, 2015)
were taken from 50 different famous people. Men and women
actors (n=25 each) who were ranked on www.ranker.com as the
“most popular” in 2015 were targeted for our sample if they had
an active (i.e., having tweeted in the past 30 days at least one

Preliminary Analysis
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We first determined if there were outliers in the percentage of “I”
tweets. Using a criterion of z=3.29, p<.001, 34 tweets from 16
different people (18 low social status and 16 high social status;
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21 men and 13 women) were observed. If one or two persons
dominated the outliers, then they would be removed from the
analysis. However, because the outliers were somewhat uniform in distribution across people and believing that people may
phrase their tweets differently and quickly, we opted to include
all tweets given that only 1.5% were outliers. Next, we found that
age via the median split did not influence “I” use, t(2126)=.89,
p>.05, therefore we excluded age from subsequent analysis.
Sex Differences

Percentage of “I” language was examined in a 2×2 (sex × social
status) between-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA). The
results produced a statistically significant main effect of sex,
F(1, 2124)=4.05, p<.045, with an observed power of .52. As
seen in Table 2, women used significantly more “I” language
than did men.
Social Status Differences

As shown in Table 2, those with lower social status (i.e., fewer
followers) used a significantly higher percentage of “I” language
compared to their peers with more followers, F(1, 2124)=26.14,
p<.0001. The observed power was .99.
Sex × Social Status

A statistically significant sex × social status interaction was
obtained, F(1, 2124)=3.90, p<.049, with an observed power of
.51. As illustrated in Figure 1, tests of simple effects revealed

http://dx.doi.org/10.17140/SBRPOJ-1-104

that men with few followers used “I” significantly more than
did men with many followers F(1, 2124)=25.11, p<.0001. A
similar pattern was seen among women. That is, women with
fewer followers used significantly more self-focused language
than did those with many followers F(1, 2124)=4.92, p<.028.
More importantly, men with few followers showed a significantly greater percentage of “I” in their Tweets than did women
with few followers, F(1, 2124)=7.95, p<.006, but that among
those with many followers (i.e., high social status) there were
no statistically significant sex differences in “I” language, F(1,
2124)=.01, p>.05.
Additional Caveat

The cell means from the foregoing analysis are shown in Table
2. We note that the standard deviations of the “I” percentage
are twice as large as the means, suggesting a lack of normality in the distribution, which was confirmed by a Shapiro-Wilk
test (W=.565, df=2128, p<.0001). Although this might result in
a loss of power, all hypothesis tests were still statistically significant.
DISCUSSION

Our results showed that those of lower social status in our sample
of famous Twitter users used “I” more than did those of higher
status, and that women did so more than men, but that social status obviated sex differences in “I” language. Men with lower social status used more self-referencing than did women with lower social status, but among high-status (i.e., heavily-followed)

Sex

Total

Men

Women

Above Median

2.00 (SD=4.81) [884]

1.99 (SD=4.37) [189]

2.00 (SD=5.49)

Below Median

4.19 (SD=6.60) [141]

2.96 (SD=5.28) [914]

3.12 (SD=4.74)

Total

2.30(SD=5.15)

2.79(SD=5.15)

Followers

The number in brackets represents the number of tweets for the particular cell.
Table 2: Percentage of “I” use as a function of sex and social status (number of followers).

Figure 1: Percentage of "I" language according to sex and social status.
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Twitter users, no sex differences were seen. It is noted, however,
that there was quite a disparity in the number of tweets within
each level of sex and social status group. Although our findings
that women and low-status people used “I” more is consistent
with the literature1,10,12,14 with regard to pronoun use, the data
also suggested that self-referencing among people of high status
may reflect a different communication style than the typical linguistic profile. Specifically, only men with lower social ranking
used more than the typical amount of “I” language 3.64%,1 and
everyone else used less. Whether this outcome was a function
of medium (i.e., 140-character bursts), target sample (50 most
famous celebrities), or both, is in question. Nonetheless, our data
suggest that examination of language patterns might include social status as a variable that may mitigate typical sex- and agerelated patterns.
One possible explanation for high status Twitter users
writing “I” less often is that its use may be a function of more
formal, complete language expressions, and a lack of comfort
with the medium, despite the social popularity (via followers)
of the Twitter user. Twitter users with a higher social status may
have used their following as a platform to Tweet about various
causes, thus removing themselves from their Tweets. A second
explanation is that higher-status users with many followers may
have been more personally (or media) secure.7 Alternately, the
use of “I” is more common in a storytelling or dynamic communication style that uses narrative, rather than linguistic devices
with complex cognitive and causal mechanisms.17 Therefore,
lower social status may have led to users to affect a chattier and
informal style designed to garner followers. The downside, however, is that such personable language may have reinforced the
Twitter user’s lack of social status and called his or her competence into question.10,11
Although women used “I” more than did men, our results showed no meaningful differences in “I” use between men
and women actors with many followers, a finding that is in contrast to documented literature using multiple samples indicating that women use the first person-pronoun more often than
do men.1,3 Although many LIWC studies use populations not
limited to college-aged students,8,18 most include a preponderance of persons in the college-age range whereas our sample
did not. This suggests that social status, as it manifests itself in
a spontaneous medium, may be more essential to expression
than sex. In regard to age, differentiations between “older” and
“younger” was a function of the sample and, on a more practical level, somewhat artificial, as our Twitter users (ranging from
22 to 84-years old) were generally middle-aged. Thus, it is not
surprising that we found no evidence of age-related differences
in “I” use.
Although our findings shed light on the use of first-person pronouns in quick language bursts, the sample we used does
not reflect the typical sample of Twitter users. We operationalized social status according to the number of Twitter followers,
which in our sample ranged from around 25,000 to over two
Soc Behav Res Pract Open J
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million, whereas the average number of Twitter followers for
any given user is 208.21 Moreover, Twitter posts may change in
mood over the course of a day,22 becoming less positive (and
probably less “I” oriented) as the day goes on. Finally, it is possible that although the accounts belonged to the persons in question, the Tweets themselves may have been written by publicists
posting on social media for the famous persons.
A second limitation of our study is that the Twitter users were primarily American, and mostly White. Thus, our findings are generated from a culture where the use of first-person
pronouns and self-focus predominate, in contrast to other more
collectivist cultures. It is important, therefore, to examine similar sex and status-related language differences in people other
cultures and among a sample that is more inclusive of persons of
different races and ethnicities.
In sum, this study of “I” use in Twitter posts by popular
actors revealed that language use on social media mirrors some
aspects of natural language use, but in other aspects it may be
different from that which is written or spoken. Moreover, Twitter
language may be different from language on social media that
affords longer thoughts to be posted, such as Facebook. Further
research might include other measures of social status outside of
followers to verify, whether other measures of status qualify “I”
use patterns that are a function of age and sex. Our results do,
however, contribute to the body of research that provides insight
as to how public utterances may reveal private selves and motivations.
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